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  Purley Parish Council Part 3 
The John Dare years

by John Chapman
This covers the period 1955 to 1965. The Council minutes can be seen at the
Berkshire Record Office  ref PAC 93/1/3

John Dare had become Clerk to the Council in 1947 and retired in
1965 after suffering a heart attack. For most of his period the Council
was dominated by Bernard Theobald and Dorothy Scott-Stokes.
Their meetings were mostly at the Memorial Hall but occasionally
they met either at the School or Westbury Farm, the home of Bern-
ard Theobald.

As before, the question of footpaths seemed to appear on every
agenda with two issues never being resolved. First the Council
wanted a right of way from the Recreation Ground to Long Lane
and second a local man insisted on his right to cross the recreation
ground occasionally with his tractor. The County Council were
chivied again and again to confirm the definitive set of footpaths
across Purley and there were many meetings with Tilehurst Parish
Council to agree where Purley and Tilehurst paths met.

It was during this period that street nameplates were erected.
This meant that agreement had to be sought on what the actual
names were. In 1964 the A329 was defined as Oxford Road (leading
to Reading) from the Roebuck to Long Lane and Reading Road
(leading to Oxford) from Long Lane to Pangbourne. When the
Reading Road was later changed to Purley Rise this was defined as
from Purley Lane to the Sul Brook leaving about five yards of
Reading Road between Long Lane and Purley Lane as you will
notice when you use your sat-nav.

A new school for Purley had been proposed earlier but it was
not until 1962 that the County Council confirmed that Long Lane
Primary School would open in 1964 and  Little Heath Secondary
Modern in 1962. This forced the issue about street name plates as
what is now Purley Lane was generally known as School Lane and it
was seen as silly to have the road running away from Long Lane
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School named School Road.
Bus services continued be a problem and Thames Valley Tract-

ion were urged to run their services via the village instead of just
along the A329 but it was not until June 1961 that they finally
agreed. They noted that 53 buses a day went through Purley and
the diversion through the village would seriously affect bus users
from rural areas. Meanwhile Pangbourne Coaches applied for per-
mission to run via the village and around the River Estate but it is
not clear whether this service actually started.

Highways was another big issue. The proposals for the Purley-
Pangbourne bypass were put forward in May 1961 which would
have isolated most of Purley as the new road would leave the
Oxford Road at what is now the Knowsley Road roundabout and
return just by Purley Hall with the Pangbourne bypass running
from just west of the hall to the new M4. The Council were always
pressing for a 30mph limit through Purley but the County Council
would have none of it. They finally agreed to a 40mph limit west of
Long Lane.

Housing became a big issue. We already had Council Houses in
Glebe Road and Bourne Road but this was not seen as enough.
Instead caravan sites were proposed and in October 1961 Ken
Venners asked for permission to site 14 and Harold Gutch asked for
an unspecified number in November 1963. Councillor Dunton tried
to insist that a site with less than 100 caravans was unsustainable.
Eventually  a third site on St Mary's Ave. (where now is Thames
Reach) was chosen and all three sites were allowed.

There were numerous complaints about poor electricity suppl-
ies which was resolved by erecting a sub-station for Purley. There
were continual demands for telephone kiosks and post boxes and
water supply and sewage disposal problems kept appearing.

A meals on wheels service was introduced in April 1964 with
the County Council providing a subsidy of 3d a meal.

After the death of the Revd Henry Wilder the Sulham Estate
passed into the hands of Trustees so when the lease on the playing
field came up for renewal the Council were dealing with lawyers
rather than Mr Wilder. This got very acrimonius at times and the
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Council sought a compulsory purchase order in October 1962. Even-
tually however a slightly different area was agreed and the land was
purchased for £1544 in September 1964 with a loan of £5000 having
been agreed in October 1963. The biggest problem however was
getting planning permission.

There were several attempts to take over parts of Purley by
neighbours. We resisted the attempt by Pangbourne Parish Council
to take over our part of Bourne Road and an attempt by Reading to
merely absorb Purley was also resisted after a public referendum in
1963. Agreements were made with Tilehurst and Sulham Councils
for slight changes to borders.

The clerk's salary was increased  to £60 pa in November 1964 but
in March 1965 John Dare resigned after a heart attack and Ray
Fulbrook was appointed in his place.

Purley Park and the Women's Institute
We were recently given a short extract from The WI - A Centenary
History by Mavis Curtis that came as a bit of a surprise. It was just
after the Second World War that Lady Denman had just retired from
her post as head of the WI who were looking for a headquarters for
the WI which would be named after her.

It was not easy to find a suitable home. Many country houses
had been requisitioned during the war and had not yet been
decommissioned. There was also a a considerable amount of
money which needed to be raised. The college subcommittee
had already approached the Carnegie Trust, who promised
£20,000 if the WI could raise the same amount itself. Purley Park
near Reading came on the market and Lady Denman was so
sure it was the right kind of building at a reasonable price that
she put down the deposit herself. She was outvoted on the
college subcommittee, however and not long afterwards a
member from Berkshire whose husband was an estate agent
pointed out that Marcham Park was about to come on the
market.
Marcham Park was known as the home of eighteenth century
eccentric Miser Elwes. He was renowned for his ability to ignore
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physical discomfort - he refused to spend money on his roof
which leaked, and when he died in 1789 he was found lying in
bed with his shoes on his feet, his stick in his hand and a torn old
hat on his head.

Apparently the RAF had improved Marcham Park during the war.
Purley Park of course was purchased by Col Hugh Duncan to house
the Purley Park Trust.

Meetings

Jane Austen and the Thames Valley Austens
by Joy Pibworth

Admiral Croft of Jane Austen’s novel Persuasion would have had no
trouble with the Austen family.  He wished that ‘young ladies had
not such a number of fine Christian names’, and in the Austen
family they all seemed to be called Jane.

The story of the family and its fortunes over the years could
probably be told in a series of quotations from Jane Austen’s writ-
ing, as she used so much of it in her narratives.  From Reading
Ladies’ School in the Abbey Gateway (probably the model for Mrs
Goddard’s school in Emma), where she went with her sister Cassan-
dra, to the most unwelcome family move to Bath when her father
retired in 1801 (in Persuasion, the Elliot family move to Bath when
Sir Walter Elliot was embarrassed by money problems), Jane’s expe-
riences were woven into her novels.

Joy Pibworth’s telling of the family fortunes started with Jane’s
father George, whose straitened circumstances after his father died,
as one of the neglected children of the first wife, was echoed in Sense
and Sensibility.  George Austen was very bright and well educated,
but he was chronically short of money.  He and his siblings lost out
on an inheritance from their father, and his fellowship at St John’s
College had to be given up when he married Cassandra Leigh in
1764.  His sister Philadelphia escaped life as a milliner by getting
sponsorship to go to India on what was known then (and until the
20th Century) as the ‘fishing fleet’ – groups of women going out to
India looking for husbands.  Philadelphia made a successful catch,
and cemented the Austen family links with the Thames Valley by
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connections with Basildon Park and Purley Hall.
The Janes of the family made further links with the Thames

Valley, with Cassandra’s sister Jane marrying into the Cooper family
of Phyllis Court in Henley, going to live in Southcote, and christen-
ing their second child (another Jane) in St Mary’s Butts.  Cassandra’s
brother James married yet another Jane, and settled in Wargrave.
But Jane Austen herself, after the spell at school in Reading, seems to
have stayed away.  Maybe even then it was too expensive, with
Berkshire, being known as the English Hindoostan, as many of the
fortunes made in India were invested in property here.

Jane Austen was one of eight children born to George Austen
and Cassandra at Steventon in Hampshire, where George had a
living as rector.  It may have been money concerns that led to the
third son being ‘adopted’ by relatives in Kent (as was Fanny Price in
Mansfield Park) and to George Austen taking in several boys at a
time to tutor before Oxford, but Jane appears to have benefited from
the company and outdoor activities of the boys who were lodged in
the house.  Jane loved the countryside, and by all accounts she

Chawton - Jane Austen's home
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disliked Bath, and was pleased to come back to Hampshire after her
father died.  Her brother Edward had inherited property in Chaw-
ton from his adoptive parents, and was able to give Chawton Cott-
age rent free to his mother and sisters Jane and Cassandra, and it
was there that Jane lived from 1809 to 1817, and where she comple-
ted all of her major works.

Fortunately for us, the restricted finances of the Austen family,
and the relatively restricted life of Jane Austen still provided plenty
of experience of people and society to furnish some of the best-loved
novels in the English language.

Joy is a noted local historian, in the Reading History Society and
Jane Austen Society, and her extensive research into the Austen
family was evident in the talk.  It provided fascinating insights into
the life and environment which contributed so much to Jane Auste-
n’s writing.   

Gillian Wallace

Famous Spies
by Hugh Grainger

0n February 15th Hugh Grainger took us through the lives of two
extraordinary people, both of whom earned a very good living out
of espionage, but who were poles apart in almost every aspect of
life.

Sidney Reilly was a Russian Jew, born Sigmund Rosenblum in
the Ukraine in 1873, with an Irish Catholic mother.  He was well
educated, with a degree in Chemistry, and was a brilliant linguist.
He was reportedly the model for James Bond, as his story was
passed on to author Ian Fleming, but his exploits seem even more
fantastical than the fictional spy.  

He learned German and Turkish, bought an aeroplane and
learned to fly, and at various times disguised himself as a doctor (to
certify the untimely death of his lover’s rich husband), a Russian
priest (during negotiations with the Iranians to sign a contract to sell
oil to the British), an NKVD officer (to try to see Lenin), and a welder
(to steal plans of the Essen dockyard) and he actually joined the
German army to get to a conference to assess German military
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morale.  During his career in espionage, he worked (that we know
of) for the Russian Czar, the Bolsheviks, the Germans, the Japanese
and the British, often at the same time, and in different combinati-
ons. 

The British hold him up as the ultimate spy, assuming that they
had his allegiance (they even gave him a medal), but he spent most
of his money supporting the Czar.  It was his devotion to the Czar
that was eventually his downfall, as he was captured on a trip back
to Russia to try to overthrow the Bolsheviks, and executed in 1925 at
the age of 51.  

Eddie Chapman was English, born in County Durham in 1914,
and a career criminal when the second World War broke out.  He
started his spying career working for the Germans, as he was in
prison in Jersey when they invaded.  His experience in explosives
(he was already familiar with using gelignite for safe-blowing) was
used by the Germans, who trained him in sabotage and parachuted
him back to England.  He became a brilliant double agent, particula-
rly brilliant in faking sabotage attacks.  He was believed to be so
effective that he ended up as a German army lieutenant training
German spies (and sending their photographs back to Britain)!

After the war he went back to crime, working with his brother
on lucrative projects such as drugging racing greyhounds and smu-
ggling gold, but apparently managed to stay out of prison with a
little help from MI5, who wanted him to keep quiet about the war,
and died in 1997.  

Two remarkable spies, with apparently just a couple of things in
common.  Although neither was German, they were both paid by
the British to serve in the German army.  And both have had books
written about them:  Ace of Spies by Andrew Cook (Sidney Reilly)
and Agent Zigzag by Ben Macintyre (Eddie Chapman).

They each packed so much into their lives that the telling of
them by Hugh Grainger was a gallop from exploit to exploit and
country to country, and great entertainment for the audience.

Gillian Wallace
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Project Purley Annual General Meeting  
The Society's 37th Annual General Meeting took place in The Barn
on the 15th March 2019.  The Chairman, Catherine Sampson, opened
the meeting and welcomed everyone and, after the apologies for
absence and the acceptance of the minutes of the 36th Annual
General Meeting, she presented her report for the last year.  She
said:

2018 was another very busy and successful year for Project
Purley and she hoped members enjoyed it and found it interesting.
The meeting topics have taken us from Purley Infants School to Air-
raids over Reading in World War 2 to Murder at Reading Gaol, The
Tower of London, Poets of the Somme, the Society's Battlefields
Tour and the History and Occupants of Prospect Park Mansion
House, hopefully an interesting range of subjects with as much local
interest as possible.

Jean Chudleigh organised two excellent visits;  the trip to Salisb-
ury went very well whilst the generosity of our hosting cottage
owners during the Purley walkabout was incredible.  Thanks went
to Jean for her superb organisation and also to Rita Denman who
quite literally opened many of the doors for us in the Village.

Thanks went to Jacky Brown for compiling the quiz for the
Christmas Party and the Committee for organising the party.
Thanks also to Dorothy and Ben Viljoen for once again allowing us
to use their exquisite gardens at Highveldt for our summer barbe-
que.  They are always wonderful and very generous hosts.

The Rain or Shine Theatre Company put on two performances
in The Barn during the year and money was raised for Launchpad in
June and Alzheimers Research in December.  David Downs puts
great effort into facilitating and organising these productions and it
is much appreciated.  The total number of charities benefiting from
these performances has now reached 26.

Ann Betts and John Chapman have given us three excellent
journals with articles covering a wide variety of subjects.  Rita's
article on the History of the Wednesday Club gained a special
mention at national level in the newsletter of the British Association
of Local History.  The meeting write-ups were excellently scribed by
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Gillian Wallace and the nature notes written by Rita.  All the indivi-
duals involved were thanked.

Gillian and John have made good progress with our website and
the steps we need to take pre-Brexit.  The back end of the website is
maintained by John and the front end has recently been redesigned
by Gillian who has now taken over its ongoing management.  The
new website domain is www.project-purley.net.

Commemorating the centenary of the Armistice has dominated
our year.  John, Pam Beddoes and Catherine represented the society
on the Armistice Steering Group with enormous support from the
Committee and wider membership.  One of Project Purley's aims is
to help people discover more about the rich history of Purley and it
is hoped the events went some way to achieving that objective for
the First World War period.

The Chairman concluded by thanking the Committee for all
their hard work over the year.  Mike Adnett is standing down at this
AGM and he was thanked for all his support during his time on the
Committee.

The Treasurer then presented the Society's accounts for the year
ended 31st December 2018 to the meeting and confirmed the Societ-
y's finances are looking healthy.  In view of this she recommended
the annual subscriptions remain at £15 for single membership and
£22 for family membership for the year commencing 1st January
2020.  This was put to the meeting and all agreed.  Ron Chudleigh
was thanked for his work in examining the Society's accounts and
the Treasurer confirmed he is willing to carry on doing this for the
coming year.

The re-election of the following Officers was proposed and
seconded:  Catherine Sampson (Chairman), Marjorie Butler (Treasu-
rer) and Ann Betts (Secretary).  The Committee consisting of Pam
Beddoes, John Chapman, Jean Chudleigh, David Downs and Gillian
Wallace had been proposed and seconded and were re-elected en
bloc.  

There being no further business, the meeting closed at 7.55 p.m.
Ann Betts
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Mapledurham Mill
After the AGM we had a talk by Corry Starling - the Miller of
Mapledurham

Corry Starling describes himself as the Miller of Mapledurham.
From the fascinating talk we had, the description might more accur-
ately be ‘engineer, carpenter, craftsman, builder, conservationist,
tour guide, and public speaker – who just happens to mill flour for
six months each year’.  But judging by his passionate defence of the
meticulous planning process for the new turbine – probably not one
of the fishing fraternity. 

Mapledurham is an outstandingly picturesque setting, and
Corry illustrated his talk with some beautiful photographs of the
building that has been the beneficiary of his many talents over the
past ten years or so – the Mill.   

Mapledurham and its surrounding area over the last couple of
hundred years has attracted many wealthy people, with the beauti-
ful countryside, the closeness to Windsor and London, and the river.
Serving white bread was one of the marks of wealth, and by install-
ing a dressing machine to separate out the bran and bits from the
wholemeal flour, the mill became one of the most profitable on the
Thames for very many years, with two waterwheels running two
pairs of millstones.  By the beginning of the 20th century their
advantage had waned, and in the 1920s the second waterwheel was
replaced with a turbine to generate electricity for the house, the mill
and the estate.

Anyone who has struggled with the planning processes for a
house or even an extension can perhaps have a small inkling of the
amount of planning paperwork required to demolish part of a listed
building and install a big new hydroelectric turbine on the Thames.
Planning Department, Listed Building Consent, Environment
Agency, English Heritage perhaps?,  even when the bit being demol-
ished is a 1920s carbuncle of concrete, asbestos and corrugated iron.
Corry didn’t tell us when the planning process started, but it was
2011 when the new 24.7 ton Archimedes screw turbine was instal-
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led, which now produces
2000 kWh per day, all going
to the National Grid on a 20
year contract.

Corry must have spent so
long at the mill during the
turbine installation that he
fell in love with it – in 2012 he
and his wife put in a propo-
sal to the estate to run the
mill and the shop.  Building
and carpentry now, as well
as more engineering work, to
refurbish the building, the

400-year-old wooden frame that holds the shaft from the waterwh-
eel and the gearing, and the millstones themselves.  Not to mention
the fitting out of the shop – conservation and carpentry skills,
though this time mostly those of Corry’s wife, who used bits of
timber rescued from the Thames and old barrels and a massive £60
to create the new shop fittings.

And so, eventually, to milling flour, leaning on a beam listening
for changes in the vibrations that might signal a problem, and
waiting for the incredibly high tech sensor (the little bell on a string),
to signal that the wheat hopper is running low (one minute to shut
down the mill, so the stones don’t rub together and spark).  Lovely
flour, great for scones.  Which leads on to the latest venture, taking
over the tours from the estate in 2018 when the house closed for
refurbishment, and converting the shop into a traditional tea room
to feed the tour groups after their trips round the church, the mill
and of course the Archimedes screw, where, for Corry, it all started.

This year, we can all taste the scones and look at the fabulous
view. The mill and tea room are opening again at Easter for the six
month milling season and the tours, and the tea shop will be open to
the public on the last Wednesday of each month.  I can’t wait!

Gillian Wallace

The archimedes screw (courtesy Mapledurham
Estate)
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West Berkshire Place Names
by Dr David Peacock: 

For the Project Purley meeting on 12th April, local historian and
author David Peacock gave a talk on tracing the origins of the names
of local places – towns, villages, rivers and geographical features. 

We live in an area of England that has been continuously settled
for thousands of years for very good reasons.  The Thames and
Kennet river valleys are ideal for farming, and come with great
transport facilities.  That was the case when the Celts, Romans and
Anglo-Saxons were here, and it’s still the case now, even though
farming methods have changed a bit, and transport has changed
quite a lot.

The key elements of the landscape – the rivers – perhaps inevita-
bly have the oldest names.  The origin of the name of the Thames is
lost in the past.  The name appears in Roman records showing that it
was there before the Romans arrived, but there is no clue beyond
that.  The names of our other rivers - Kennet, Ock and Lodden - are
Celtic.

Most of the towns and villages in West Berkshire are recorded in
the Domesday Book, and have Anglo-Saxon names.  The Romans,

West Berkshire Village names
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who settled here in large numbers, and certainly improved the
transport facilities, are only remembered in a few names that incl-
ude the Roman word ‘strat’ meaning ‘road’ like Stratfield and Strea-
tley.  The ‘chester’ and ‘cester’ names, as in Silchester, which every
schoolchild is taught to associate with Roman towns, were in fact the
Saxon names for ‘fort’.  The Roman name for Silchester was Calleva
Atrebatum (Calleva was the name given to the main town of any
tribal area). 

Dr Peacock explained the origins of many of the components of
current place names, including ‘ford’ (still the same), ‘ham’, ‘ing’,
‘hurst’, ‘ton’ and many more.  Our own name, Purley, comes from
‘lea’ meaning ‘clearing in wood’ or later ‘meadow’ and ‘pur’ mean-
ing ‘snipe’ or ‘bittern’ – hence the snipe in the Project Purley symbol.
(Purley, near Croydon, got its name from the Berkshire estate work-
ers who went to work there, not from snipes or bitterns) 

Ironically, historian Dr Peacock writes mostly about Newbury,
which is one of the most recently settled towns in Berkshire (perh-
aps a clue in the name?) but the name ‘new’, which is Norman (as in
Newcastle) has been there for the last thousand years, so there is
plenty to explore.  His depth of knowledge of the area showed in his
most interesting and well-illustrated talk, which prompted a
number of questions from the audience.

Gillian Wallace
Obituaries

Pamela Maddock
We were saddened to hear of the sudden death of Pam Maddock in
January.  Pam and her husband, David, have been loyal supporters
of Project Purley for some years and have regularly attended the
Society's meetings and social events.

Pam will be sorely missed and our sympathies go to David and
their family.
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Frederick Len Overy 1925-2019
Mapledurham Lock Keeper 1958-1975

It is now 43 years since Len moved out of the Lock to take over at
Caversham Lock from where he would retire in 1984.  Len was born
in Windsor in 1925, both his father and grandfather were Thames
Lock Keepers and Len was to follow in their footsteps.  But, before
he could follow the family tradition, he was called up for service in
the Second World War.  Enlisting in the Kings Own Scottish Border-
ers and as part of that regiment, he became a glider borne paratroo-
per with the 1st Airborne Division.
With this Division he glided into
Arnham on the 17th September 1944,
his 19th Birthday.  When the order to
withdraw from Arnham came, being a
strong swimmer, he swam across the
Rhine but, unfortunately, the strong
current had taken him beyond the
Allied Bridge Head and he was captu-
red and became a prisoner of war.
Unfortunately, the Americans were
bombing a ballbearing factory next to
the prison, which was also hit and Len
incurred a fractured knee cap.  On rep-
atriation, he was sent to Harlow Wood
Hospital where he was to meet his
future wife, Kathleen.  Len's knee
injury led to the removal of his knee cap, but this did not hold him
back, as later in life, both he and Kath followed their passion for
dancing.

Len joined the Thames Conservancy in 1947 as a relief lock
keeper in the Marlow Area.  In those days, to become a resident lock
keeper, you had to be married, so he and Kath married in 1949 and
he was then appointed to Godstow Lock at Oxford.  After a few
years of pushing heavy lock gates, his knee injury was making it
difficult to work a manual lock, so the opportunity was taken in

Len Overy
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1958 to move down stream to Mapledurham Lock which had been
converted to electric operation in 1956, the first powered lock on the
Thames.  Both Len and Kath worked hard at keeping up a very high
standard in the Lock, creating a beautiful floral display in the gard-
ens each summer.  They won prizes each year in the Oxford to
Reading section of the River and the City Challenge Cup for best run
lock in 1969 and 1975.  Also the Sir Reginald Hanson Cup for best
lock garden in 1971 and, in 1970 and 1973, the Association of
Thames Yacht Clubs Bowl for runner up for best lock gardens.

As time went on, the old war wound was beginning to make the
huge task of keeping up the standard on such a large site, ever more
difficult so, in 1975, the decision was taken to move once again
down to Caversham Lock.  With a much smaller garden area to look
after, Len and Kath were able to keep up the high standard again.  In
1984 the opportunity to take early retirement was taken and they
moved north to Kirkby in Ashfield, Nottingham to be near Kath's
relations, but they still kept in contact with old friends in Purley,
where they had spent 18 happy years.  Sadly Kath passed away in
November 2012;  Len spent the last two years in a home, suffering
with dementia and died on the 26th February this year.  A small
service was held at Mansfield Crematorium and several retired lock
staff travelled north to pay their respects to a well liked and respec-
ted man.

I must thank Len's nephew, Tony Bostock, for his help in compi-
ling this account of Len's life on the river and his war service.

George Fielder.

Correction
The article entitled Letters from the Past which featured in the
January edition of the Journal should have been accredited to Myrtle
Campbell and not to Catherine Sampson.  Our sincere apologies go
to Mrs. Campbell.

The BLHA AGM
Four of us went to the Berkshire Local History Association's AGM at
Watlington House on April 6th. We had a display table of Purley in
WW1 from the Armistice Event which attracted good comment.
John Chapman was elected back onto the Committee as Newsletter
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Editor and gave a plug for the Arch-
ive Seminar which will be held in our
Barn on October 26th. Then we had a
short talk about Watlington House
and the Mills Archive and an opport-
unity to visit and view part of the
archive. Next was a visit to Wesley
Methodist Church on the corner of
Watlington St and Queen's Road.
This was followed by a short walking
tour led by David Cliffe to see 'Read-
ing Village' - One of the early expans-
ions of Reading Town Centre with a
variety of very large houses for doct-
ors from the Royal Berks Hospital
and small closes of cottages for the
workers. Eldon Square was a place
many of us had passed by hundreds of times but this was the first
time many of us had set foot in it and viewed the statue of Rufus
Isaacs, Marquis of Reading  who had been Viceroy of India 1921-
1926. The Indian Government kindly returned it from New Delhi to
Reading as being 'surplus to requirements'. We finished up in the
Polish Catholic Church on Watlington St. This had been St John's
Anglican Church which had become redundant. We had a very
warm reception and some delicious Polish reciped cakes.

John Chapman

The Armistice Bench
Thanks to Martin Bishop we now
have a new bench outside the Mem-
orial Hall. He got the idea as we
were preparing for the Armistice
celebrations last November and set
up a crowd funding project which
raised the money within a short
time. 

Statue of Rufus Isaacs in Eldon
Square

The new bench

BLHA AGM  
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Blowing in the Wind 
by Tom Hine

Tom is a former member of Project Purley who is very much into Mills and we
were delighted to renew the acquaintance at the BLHA AGM. His house on
Westbury Lane was replaced by two new ones after he left Purley.

This article all began on unearthing part of an old mill stone when
digging in my garden in April 1998 at Westbury Lane. 

My curiosity roused I visited the Berkshire Record Office and
after some delving found that there once stood "Lirp Aloof" Windm-
ill where "Oakley Cottage" now stands. She was erected in the late
1790's by Mr Lirp. The mill took the name Aloof because of her high
position, and commenced milling the following April. (All windmi-
lls as like ships are referred to in the feminine gender). 

She was a tall mill, necessarily so to catch the wind in her sails
when the prevailing wind blew from over Beech Road/Sulham
direction. 

Grain was brought to the mill both locally and by barges moor-
ing on the Thames just below Scraces and Westbury farms. Thence
up Westbury Lane by horse and cart. Brunel was approached by a
later miller, Mr Avril, with the idea of building a 'halt' for commerc-
ial use only, near Westbury Lane bridge, conveniently just where the
cutting becomes an embankment. The idea was rejected for one
reason or another. (One opinion was that labourers from the fields
and farms might use the 'stop' as a convenient means of transport to
local hostelries during the working day. 

The last miller, a Mr Foops was inside the mill when a gale blew
up severely damaging the mill,  rendering her beyond repair. She
was pulled down the following April by local millwright Mr E Koj. 

George Edmund Street RA
Architect to Purley Church 1870

George Edmund Street was born in 1824 the son of a London
solicitor. In 1839 his father retired and took the family to live near
Exeter where Street was attracted to the Cathedral and to the Priest-
hood. He started work in his father's old firm but was really not
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interested, so he became articled to Owen Browne Carter the Winch-
ester Architect in 1841. 

Carter was widely travelled and enjoyed sketching and archaeo-
logy which soon became a passion of his pupil. In 1844 Street moved
on to London to become an assistant to George Gilbert Scott who
was one of Britain's most celebrated architects. His first independent
commission as an architect was Biscovey Church in Cornwall (1846)
- Scott gave Street plenty of scope and his talents flourished until in
1849 he was able to set up his own office in London. Soon after be
fell in with the Vicar of Wantage the Rev. William John Butler who
was a leading Tractarian and for whom Street built a new Vicarage
in 1850. As a result Bishop Wilberforce appointed him Architect for
the Diocese of Oxford and he left London to live in Wantage.

Now his career blossomed - he undertook rebuilding of churc-
hes all over the country including that of Purley in 1870. His interest
in archaeology made him particularly sensitive to medieval design
and wherever possible he retained original features (like our
Norman arch and 14th century window) and when he couldn't he
had the designs copied - like in our floor tiles. 

He was not confined to churches and among his other major
works were Cuddeston College (1852-4) and the Royal Courts of
Justice (1868). Although most of his work was in the English countr-
yside he went far afield building the American Church in Rome and
an English Chapel in Bern and designing a vast church in Constanti-
nople which was built not as he had planned, but on a greatly
reduced scale for economic reasons. 

He moved his office back to London in 1856 and was consultant
architect to the Diocese of York from 1866 until 1877 when he was
dismissed after some skulduggery on the part of a rival. During this
period he was closely involved with the Sykes of Yorkshire, who
were related to our John Sykes and the former owners of Westfield
House and Basildon Park. Street did many commissions for the
Sykes around the Sledmore estates.

The Royal Courts of Justice were still being built in 1881 and
running into all kinds of trouble. His wife died and, burdened by
worry and overwork, Street had a paralytic stroke and died in
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December 1881.
He was one of the greatest of the Victorian architects and while

Purley Church is not one of his best examples, it does exhibit many
of his sensitive touches and his feeling for medieval church architec-
ture. 

I am grateful to Paul Joyce of London for his help in providing
information on Street and his works. 

John Chapman 

Rita Denman's 90th
I know we should not disclose ladies' ages but Rita is a special case.
She had her 90th birthday a short while ago and her family organi-
sed a party for her at the Barn. It was a very different sort of party to
what we might be used to and a good time was had by all, including
many members of Project Purley. She was presented with a copy of
a booklet produced by Project Purley to record her articles in Purley
Parish News under the title of 'A bit of a Tell'

This was followed up before our talk on the 12th April by the
presentation of Honorary Membership of Project Purley in recognit-
ion of all she has done for the Society and especially her Nature
Notes.

Nature Notes
by Rita Denman

December 4th 2018.  The sky is blue and the sun is shining on a
valley white with frost. The air is still with not a bird in the sky. The
ash tree is decorated with rooks and pigeons all perched silently in
its bare branches. A single blackbird is fidgeting among the  branc-
hes of the pyracanthus. For a moment there is peace and tranquillity.
Wednesday, a dark foggy morning with rain. A  blast of cold air
blows in as I open the back door  to let Betty and Flo out into the
garden; but the birds are singing. There is always something good.
December 15th. It is time to think about leaving the heating on low
overnight. We woke this morning to a very cold white hazy world
and it took the birds a while to come out of shelter to gather their
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breakfast. The blackbirds are gradually stripping the berries from
the pyrcanthuis.
December 23rd Although the days have been wet and dreary the
full moon on the 22nd gave light to the night. The birds are quite
content with the mild damp weather and are twittering and almost
breaking into song at first light. The grass is still growing at Home
Farm and the  cattle are still outside.
December 28th. It is mild for the time of year although fog hangs
about but this morning dawned clear and sunny. A small flock of
blue tits was fluttering around the bare forsythia and a pair of
magpies chased each other in the garden. A squirrel scampered
through the field maple tree and geese could be heard in the dista-
nce.
January 11th. There are clumps of primroses in all the flower beds in
varying degrees of blossom. Robin is doing his best to outdo the
other birds with his song.
January 20th. In Berkshire the thermometer is going down and we
are told the weather is in a period of transition. The likelihood is that
there will be cold from the east, in fact some are predicting a return
of the beast from the east. Today it is sunny but very cold with a
frosty haze over the hills. The cattle are still out in the fields. Blue tits
are very evident, flitting from tree to bush and back again climbing
dexterously up the long overgrown branches of the forsythia. The
magpies are looking very smart and a pair has taken to frequenting
the garden. A pair of swans have returned to their winter quarters in
Oak Tree Field.  The hazels are dripping with golden catkins and
primroses and snowdrops give colour to an otherwise drab scene.
January 25th. In mid afternoon the snow began to fall from a leaden
grey sky, thick, fast and in very large flakes. Light levels dropped
and watching the soundless infinity of the falling snow had a mesm-
erising effect. It lasted for a couple of hours by which time it had
covered everything including roads and paved areas. Although in
this area it did not amount to more than half an inch or so it was cold
enough to remain overnight transforming the view into a white
wilderness. The following day with a warm rising sun a quick thaw
set in and the Japanese cherry tree branches that had gathered a
covering of snow became a fountain of diamond droplets in the
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sunshine.
February 1st.  A Polar Vortex is bringing very cold air. The week
began with gale force winds which woke me at around 6am when
the full force of the wind hit an obstacle with a loud bang. The day
turned into a monkey's birthday, rain and sun with a cold wind
thrown in. Warnings for widespread snow have been issued for
some time and mid week, the forerunner was a hard frost over the
fields with thick white fog obscuring the hills which merged into a
white clouded sky. Small birds fluffed themselves up against the
cold. When the snow set in there was a covering of an inch and a
half. The village school was closed . A few hardy souls walked
through the village but otherwise it was very quiet.  Some people
worked from home. It is slushy snow so hopefully it won't last long.
February 8th.  At present Eric is rampaging around the country.
That is Eric the storm.  His influence isn't too fierce in Purley; but it
is wet, windy and a dark miserable day. Earlier in the week there
was a very cold night when the temperature fell to -7°c. There is an
aucuba bush in the front garden. Its leaves are tough and shiny.  In
the very cold temperature the leaves rolled up and hung like green
cigars all over the bush but it soon recovered when the sun came
through.
February 17th.  Spring like days with warm sun and blue skies have
alternated with gloom thick fog and damp. On good days, the
daylight is noticeably lengthening. On gloomy days the dark falls
suddenly and early. St Valentine's Day is behind us, traditionally the
wedding day of the birds. There is the beginning of a dawn chorus
in the early morning. The most frequent visitors to the garden are
still the blue tits and robins but hedge sparrows are beginning to be
around too.
March 8th.  Here in our corner of 'this blessed plot 'we have enjoyed
many hours of warm sunshine although it has been tempered with
some frosty mornings and wet afternoons. In the sunny periods the
out of doors is beginning to have that attraction when indoor tasks
suddenly seem unimportant and the garden spring clean is vital.
The daylight hours are lengthening.  Frogs have returned to the
ornamental pond from their winter hibernation and happily  there
are still some newts. Mahonia is in bud, wayfaring tree in bloom
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with rosemary, primroses and mini daffodils all colouring the bord-
ers. The big early bumblebees are out and occasional brimstone
butterflies are encouraged by the warmth in the sun. At night owls
are calling. The sap is rising and hopefully the time of year will
boost all our energy levels.
March 15th. In the past few days the jet stream has been directly
over the UK. Storm Gareth brought very windy conditions. We have
been fortunate in the south with the north of the country taking the
worst including snow. There are often flocks of inland gulls on the
farm fields. On a sunny gusty day they were in Oak Tree Field and
as the gusts of wind came they rose as one the sun glittering on their
fluttering wings before settling as one again and the ordinary
became extraordinary. It is fascinating to watch the red kites gaining
height and free falling with the wind. They seem to do it for pure
joy.
March 28th. The dawn chorus is swelling and red kites are disport-
ing themselves in a clear blue sky calling to each other in their
distinctive mewing sound. The sun is up and the greensward is
touched with early morning frost. The trees are beginning to break
with young green leaf and the delicate  blossom of the damson trees
dots the landscape. The cows and their calves are in the nursery
field. There are hundreds of tadpoles in the garden pond and the
garden is full of clumps of primroses in full blossom with tulips in
bud. We change to summer time this weekend. 

The Parish Council Newsletter
Some time ago our Assistant Clerk, Sarah Williams, started a newsl-
etter to inform parishioners of goings on by the Parish Council. This
has been very successful and it is open to any parishioner to receive
it by e-mail (sorry we do not do hard copy!)

If you would like to be on the mailing list just send an e-mail to
Sarah - Email: asstclerk@purleyonthames-pc.gov.uk.

If you would like to see back numbers go to www.project-
purley.net/H7000.php

If you have events to publicise or notices to give out send Sarah
an e-mail.

Nature Notes  
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